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Sammanfattning 
 
Utsidan räknas. Det är slutsatsen av forskning gjord på konsumentbeteende rörande 
köp av dammsugare. Det framkom att kunder ofta agerar utifrån instinkt och många 
köper den dammsugare som de först går fram och tar i, den så kallade first touch. Få 
har bestämt på förhand vilket märke de skall köpa och nästan ingen provdammsuger 
maskinen innan köp.  
 
Ökad konkurrens från Kina gör det svår att klara sig på marknaden om man ”bara” 
kan erbjuda en bra dammsugare. Det krav som ställs idag innefattar även brilliant 
industri design till ett bra pris vilket leder till att bland annat sätta material i fokus. 
 
Syftet med detta examensarbete var genom analys av olika marknadskrav ta fram 
olika problemlösningar eller förbättringsförslag och jobba utifrån dessa. Sex ämnen 
valdes för vidare undersökning. Projektet pågick mellan april och oktober 2007, på 
Electrolux Floor Care i Stockholm. 
 
Första uppgiften var att sätta mig in i och sammanställa hur konsumenter beter sig i 
butik, och vad kvalité är. Här presenteras också författarens egen teori om hur antalet 
försäljningstillfällen är kopplade till ”first touch” och kundens förväntningar. 
 
Den andra uppgiften bestod i att undersöka möjligheten att ersätta lackering av plast 
komponenter med metallicfärg som istället blandas in i plastmassan (flakes 
masterbatch), som en kostnadsbesparande åtgärd. En provsprutning gjordes i Ungern 
hos en lokal formsprutare.  
 
Den tredje uppgiften var att utreda om vattenbaserad färg kan ersätta lösningsbaserad 
utan att sänka de tekniska och de estetiska kraven. Flera färger och leverantörer 
utvärderades.  
 
Electrolux transparenta polykarbonatbehållare som används framförallt till deras 
påslösa dammsugare, har en tendens att bli mycket repiga. Den fjärde uppgiften gick 
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därför ut på att hitta lösningar till detta. Flera reptåliga lacker prövades, men också 
några andra tranparanta material. Även om flera alternativ blev mindre repiga än 
polykarbonaten, så var resultaten inte tillräckligt övertygande för att gå vidare med. 
 
För den femte uppgiften byggdes ett internt materialbibliotek upp som är tänkt att 
användas i produktutvecklingsprojekt. Biblioteket finns på Electrolux Floor Care, 
tredje våningen.  
 
Den sista uppgiften var att titta närmare på om det finns alternativ till ribbor. Ribbor 
används för att styva upp större plastdetaljer och lämnar fula märken på ytan när man 
använder flakes masterbatch i plast eller när man designar transpararanta detaljer. 
Några förslag presenteras, men ingen av dem har prövats. 
 
Den här rapporten är resultatet av det examensarbete som avslutar studierna till 
civilingenjör i Maskinteknik. Arbetet har utförts på Electrolux Floor Care & Small 
Appliances i Stockholm i samarbete med avdelningen för Maskinkonstruktion på 
Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, KTH in Stockholm. 
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Abstract 
Judged by appearance. This is the conclusion of research made on shopper behavior 
that revealed that consumers tend to go by their instinct when evaluating vacuum 
cleaners in a purchasing situation. Many buy the first vacuum cleaner they interact 
with and few buy pre-planned brands. Almost none even turn the machine on before 
taking a purchase decision. 
 
Electrolux Floor Care Europe has their factory for vacuum cleaners in Hungary. 
Increased competition from China makes it harder to “only” produce vacuum cleaners 
with good performance. The demands on a vacuum cleaner today also include 
excellent industrial design combined with a low price, which set the material in focus. 
 
The aim of this thesis work was through analysis of market demands; pick different 
problems or quality increasing measures and work on the basis of these. Six topics 
were chosen for further investigation. The project was carried out at Electrolux Floor 
Care, Stockholm, between April and October in 2007. 
 
The first task was to compile and understand what drives consumers in their attempt 
to evaluate vacuum cleaners in a purchasing situation, and how they evaluate quality. 
Interpretation of the results and the connection between first touch and building the 
brand is presented.  
 
The second task was to evaluate the possibility to replace paint for plastic components 
by adding a metallic flakes directly to the material, as a cost saving strategy. A trial 
was done in Hungary at a local injection moulder. 
 
The third was to investigate if a switch of paint system from solvent-based to water-
based paints is possible without lowering the demands. Several paints and paint 
suppliers were evaluated. 
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The fourth task was to look at possible solutions to increase abrasion resistance on 
clear polycarbonate dust containers. Several hard coats and substituting materials 
were evaluated. Even though almost all of them gave a better result than the reference 
material, none of them was good enough to go further with. 
 
As a fifth task a material library was built for internal use in the product development 
process. The library is displayed at Electrolux Floor Care on third floor. 
 
The last and the sixth task were to look into alternatives to stiffening ribs.  Ribs are 
used to stiffen larger plastic parts, and leave unwanted marks on the surface when 
colouring with flakes or when designing transparent goods. Several solutions are 
presented, but none of them have been evaluated. 
 
This report is a result of a Master thesis work made at Electrolux Floor Care & Small 
Appliances in Stockholm, Sweden, in cooperation with the division of Machine 
Design by the Royal Institute of Technology, KTH in Stockholm, Sweden. 
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Glossary, abbreviations and definitions 
2 component, 2K- means two components are mixed together and a chemical 
reaction starts.  
2K- Two component, regarding lacquers. 
ABS- A common plastic material. 
Backpressure- the pressure applied during injection molding to the plastic during 
screw recovery. By increasing the backpressure, mixing and plasticizing are 
improved. 
 
Crevice nozzle- A mouthpiece that is used to vacuum narrow places, for example 
radiators. 
DMT- standard dust used by Electrolux’s tests. 0,4 gram DMT corresponds to 1 m2 of 
vacuuming. 
Flash off time- the time paint needs to evaporate the solvent from the surface, after 
applying. 
Flowline – marks that the melted plastics leave while they flow trough the tool when 
injection molding.   
Gate - where the melted plastic enter the mold during injection molding. Not 
necessarily the same thing as the injection point 
Hose- The tube on a vacuum cleaner that connects the mouthpiece with the dust bag 
(and the machine) 
Injection point- the point where melted plastic material enter the tool during injection 
molding. 
Material-can be any type of material, even if this thesis work has mostly focused on 
plastics. 
Mica-particles - mineral pigments with many interesting properties. Characteristically 
is that they can be split into very thin leaves. 
Nozzle- mouthpiece 
PC - polycarbonate, a transparent plastic material. 
PMMA - a common plastic material. Also called Plexiglas. 
Pot life-The amount of time between a two-component paint is being mixed and it 
becomes unusable.  
PP - a common plastic material. Also called polypropylene.  
Plastics- in this thesis work plastics means thermoplastics.  
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1 Introduction 

This thesis work is the last performance in fulfilling the requirements for a Master of 
Science degree in Machine Design at the Royal Institute of Technology (Kungliga 
Tekniska Högskolan, KTH) in Sweden. It comprises 30 ECTS credits and the alignment 
is plastic materials and product development. Supervisor at KTH was Conrad Luttrop, 
Associate Professor. 
 
KTH is a technical university located in Stockholm and it was founded in 1827. KTH 
accounts for one-third of Sweden’s technical research and engineering education capacity 
at university level, a total of over 12,000 full-year equivalent undergraduate students. 
[www.kth.se, 2007] 
 
This thesis work, Judged by appearance -A material study, was preformed at Electrolux 
Floor Care & Small Appliances in Stockholm, Sweden and was a cross-functional project 
between Primary Development, Research & Development and the Industrial design 
department.  
 
The Electrolux group is a global leader in home and professional appliances, selling more 
than 40 million products to customers in 150 countries every year. Electrolux focus on 
innovations that are thoughtfully designed and are based on extensive consumer insight, 
to meet the real needs of consumers and professionals. Electrolux products include 
refrigerators, dishwashers, washing machines, vacuum cleaners and cookers sold under 
several brands such as Electrolux, Husqvarna, AEG, Zanussi, Eureka and Frigidaire. In 
2006, Electrolux had sales of 104 billion SEK and almost 60 000 employees. 
[www.electrolux.com, 2007] 
 
Floor Care & Small Appliances is part of  the Electrolux group and is the world’s largest 
producer of vaccum cleaners with a market share of 20%.[www.Electrolux.com, 2007] 
 
Electrolux Floor Care and Small Appliances has many kinds of vacuum cleaners in their 
wide range. Canisters, uprights, handsticks, handhelds, robot, central vacuum cleaners 
and industrial vacuum cleaners. Their “Small appliances” are product like food 
processors, hairdryers, air cleaners and coffee machines etc. For examples see Figure 1 
and 2. [www.electrolux.se, 2007] 
 
 
 



        

         
Figure 1 Picture of canister, upright, handstick, handheld, robot and central vacuum cleaner.[3] 

  

                      
Figure 2 Picture on a few “small appliances” from Electrolux. 

 
 
1.1 Background for the project 
Electrolux Floor Care Europe has their factory for vacuum cleaners in Hungary. 
Increased competition from China makes it harder to “only” produce vacuum cleaners 
with good performance. The demands on a vacuum cleaner today also include excellent 
industrial design combined with a low price. [Personal communication with Pär E 
Hjalmarsson and Fredrik Sjöberg] 
 
It has been proven that many consumers buy the first vacuum cleaner they touch in a 
purchase situation. [Electrolux (E), 2007] This was one of the starting points that lead to 
this material project. 
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Electrolux supervisors was Johann Zita, Manager Primary Development, Pär 
Hjalmarsson, Manager R & D and Kim Lim Studio Chief Designer, Colour and Graphics 
and the head supervisor, Fredrik Sjöberg, Primary Development. 
 
 
1.2 Thesis description 
With focus on the increasing competition from China and therefore the need to focus on 
exterior design and at the same time lowering the costs, this thesis work aim to: 
 

1. Investigate what quality is in terms of consumer’s opinion and how first touch is 
connected with purchasing. 

2. Look at the possibility to replace painting with metallic flake masterbatch. 
3. Examine if water-based coating can replace solvent-based coating. 
4. Consider if it is possible to increase abrasion resistance on clear PC. 
5. Collect and put together an internal material library including technical facts. 
6. Investigate alternative to ribbing. 
 

 
1.3 Method 
To get to know the research area, a literature survey of Electrolux internal reports was 
made and an interpretation of the result is presented. 
 
Interviews with Electrolux employees and visits to both library and exhibitions have all 
contributed with information to this work. 

 
 
Defining of topics to work with and collection and compilation of information has been 
preformed. For some of the tasks comparison experiments have been done and evaluated. 
 
 
1.4 Restrictions 

• The material collection will only be an assortment of materials and not a complete 
material library.  

• The production process of the products is focused on injection molding. 
• The term surface in this study refers to what material the surface might be of and 

what is possible to do to the surface after the production process. Therefore, the 
impact of the tooling equipment during the injection molding will not be an issue 
for this study. 

• The point of the research will not be to deliver ready solutions, but to present 
discoveries of interesting fields that might be objects for further investigation. 

 
 
1.5 Theoretical frame of reference 
Important sources for the basis of this thesis work have been internal reports, external 
literature as well as the Internet. Besides this the opportunity has been given to visit two 
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exhibitions, one workshop and a visit to a plastic injection molder in Hungary. This last 
visit will be further discussed under the section flakes pigmentation.  
 
Visits to the library at the Royal Institute of Technology, KTHB, with assisted searches 
gave a theoretical platform to start with together with books on plastics that have been 
collected from courses in plastics on KTH. 
 
Exhibition Plastic Technology 2007 (Plastteknik) in Malmö, Sweden was visited. This is 
a fair open only for specialist, representatives for the business world and the public 
sector. [www.easyfairs.com, 2007] 
 
A visit to The European Coating Show in Nürnberg, Germany was done. It is the world’s 
leading exhibition for the production of high-grade, competitive coatings and paints, and 
adhesives and takes place every other year [press.nuernbergmesse.de/en/, 2007].  
 
BASF arranged a workshop in Ludwigshafen, Germany, for Electrolux Floor Care. Many 
interesting materials and coatings were explored in their Design Lab. Some samples of 
rather new materials were brought back to Stockholm and to the material library. 
 
A visit to Materialbiblioteket located at the University College of Art, Craft and Design 
(Konstfack) in Stockholm, Sweden, offered a lot of inspiration. One of the founders, 
Oliver Schmidt assisted with contacts, literature and other useful information. 
 
Stores have also worked as inspirational sources, car dealers, furniture stores, toy stores, 
electrical stores and stores who sell vacuum cleaners to mention a few.  
 
Observation of consumers has been done in vacuum cleaner purchasing situations. This 
has been a good way to understand what is more or less important when exposing 
products in stores and what evokes peoples interest.  
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2 Shopper behaviour 

As a first task for this thesis work attempt was made to understand who the Electrolux 
consumers are and what conclusions Electrolux has made regarding shopper behavior. 
The internal reports gave information of what facts already are known and also of how 
important the consumers “in-store-behavior” is. Investigation of how vacuum cleaners 
are displayed in stores and supermarkets has further contributed to the understanding of 
shopper behavior concerning the subject.  
 
Electrolux has conducted quite extensive research in these areas and some of the reports 
have functioned as a starting point for this investigation. Below is a compilation of, for 
this project relevant, conclusions from five different studies that deal with the subject 
Shopper behavior. The studies are: 
 
 
Electrolux (A) Internal study on Shopper behavior, not open. 2007 
 
Electrolux (B) Internal study on Shopper behavior, not open. 2007 
 
Electrolux (C) Internal study on Shopper behavior, not open. 2005 
 
Electrolux (D) Internal study on Shopper behavior, not open.2003  
 
Electrolux (E) Internal study on Shopper behavior, not open.2007 
 
 
2.1 Who are the consumers? 
Due to confidentiality this chapter is excluded.  
 
 
2.2 Why and how do people buy a new vacuum cleaner? 
Due to confidentiality this chapter is excluded.  
 
 
2.3 How are vacuum cleaners displayed in stores? 
To understand how consumers act in a purchasing situation, examination of how vacuum 
cleaners are displayed is necessary. El-Giganten and Siba are two large home supplying 
chain stores in Sweden and both stores display their vacuum cleaners in shelves, see 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Vacuum cleaner department at Elgiganten(left) and Siba (right), Kungens kurva, Sweden 2007-05-13 

 
The first impression is messy. Before actually spotting the vacuum cleaner-machinery the 
hose and nozzles dominates the view totally.  
 
When observing consumers that are about to buy a vacuum cleaner, many compare tag 
information and are focused on wattage and suction power. They are also in many cases 
convinced that this is the same thing but according to Electrolux suction power has 
nothing to do with the wattage. Another interesting thing is that the information on the 
tags displayed on the wall above each vacuum cleaner, vary a lot. In one situation at El-
Giganten a customer tried to compare two vacuum cleaner that where out of their 
positions, meaning they were in the middle of the floor with no information of where they 
had their “original place”. It was impossible for them to decide which vacuum cleaner 
that belonged to which tag. The tag (and the price) is showed in Figure 4. 
 
After asking four randomly picked Electrolux Floor Care employees if they knew what 
these model terms, XXL120 and ZO6344, was only one could guess one of them, and she 
had worked for many years as product manager on Floor Care. Each one asked had 
worked on Electrolux for more than 5 years.1

 

                                                 
1 Gene Petersson, Johann Zita, Jonas Beskow and Curt Nyberg 
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Figure 4 The information is very confusing. This time the vacuum cleaner was on the floor in a mess, impossible to know which 
one was which? 

 
Another thing that was revealed was that in some stores the demonstration vacuum 
cleaners looked awful. Pieces of the paint was scraped off, the rubber was dirty or torn 
off, the clear PC parts was full of abrasion impact and dirt was accumulated in split lines, 
see Figure 5. The immediate impression is that the design/color/choice of material is not 
so brilliant if a cleaning tool itself gets dirty, even before leaving the store. The 
interesting part is that only the Electrolux’s vacuum cleaners were this dirty. 
 

                   
 
 

                   
Figure 5 Dirty vacuum cleaners in shelf does not interact with good first impression! Pictures of a ErgoSpace and a TwinClean at 
El-giganten. 
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Investigation shows that the stores do not have any routines concerning if and when to 
exchange the demonstration copies. The local store manager is in charge of the way the 
products are displayed but they have to take the cost themselves if replacing a 
demonstration machinery. [Telephone interviews to three Siba and three El-Giganten, 
interview in Appendix 2] 
 
 
2.4 What is quality? 
What does quality look like? Most people have an immediate and definite opinion of 
what high quality looks like, feels like to touch and sounds like. Many times the 
experience of high quality does not have to do with the fact that it is high quality and vice 
versa. Christer Månsson Product Marketing Manager reveals that for a project in 2001 at 
Electrolux a handheld table vacuum cleaner changed the look by adding a silver paint 
coating, with an additional cost of approximately 1 USD per unit. This changed the sales 
from ng 5-10 000 units per year to 100 000 units per year. The design language is a 
powerful tool to create products that radiate quality, see Figure 6. 
 
 

 

      
Figure 6 BMW, Mini Cooper, Miele and Electrolux, all with different expressions. The design language strengthens the feeling of 
performance. 
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The automotive industry has always spent a lot of energy on highlighting quality with 
genuine materials, special click-sounds, the smell of leather or high tech solutions to 
name a few. And Joakim Andersson on ALPS reveals that when the car industry buys 
switches for their car models, they ask for two sets with different click sound, one luxury 
and one cheap sounding. The price is the same for both, but to indicate a more expensive 
car compared to a cheaper model, the feeling of quality must differ. 
 
Due to confidentiality part of this chapter is excluded.  
 
 
2.5 Evaluation and Result 
Due to confidentiality this chapter is excluded.  
 
 
2.6 Brand building by impressing - Interpretation of the results 
In this chapter, consideration is only taken to consumers (hereinafter referred to as the 
consumer) entering a store, with the intension to buy a vacuum cleaner. Known facts 
from Electrolux internal reports mentioned in the previous chapter are referred to 
continuously. This theory tries to explain the connection between purchasing 
opportunities and first touch.  
 
When spotting the different vacuum cleaners, a quality-judgment is being made out of all 
previous experiences in one’s life. The vacuum cleaner that wins this first judgment is the 
vacuum that will be the first one to be touched. The expectations for this machine is now 
high, since the consumers have “picked the best” out of all the others.  
 
The consumer is now about to touch the machine, and this is the moment where the 
consumer is very fragile, meaning very sensitive to influences. If their pre-made quality 
expectation agrees with what they feel when they touch it, the consumer will be positive 
and confirmed. If the consumers expectations do not get fulfilled a feeling of great 
disappointment will occur (I am fooled, rather than my judgment was wrong). Here the 
disappointment is big relatively to the feature that is not as good as expected. And if the 
consumers expectation, instead get exceeded, the positive experience is larger relatively 
to the actual improvement compared to the expectations. The consumer gets impressed 
and a “wow-experience” takes place. 
 
Since half of the consumers buy the first machine they interact with, and half do not, an 
assumption is that the consumers that gets disappointed with this first touch, most likely 
do not buy this vacuum cleaner. Further it can be assumed that the consumers that 
experience a “wow”-feeling are the consumers that most likely belong to the half that go 
with their first choice.  The consumers that have their expectations fulfilled feel that they 
are confirmed. This confirmation adds value to the product since the product then seems 
reliable, and probably a big part of this group get confirmed enough to further investigate 
this product. 
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When buying a vacuum cleaner, there are four stages where this phenomenon occurs. The 
first, as already mentioned is the first touch, the second is when judging it without turning 
it on (lifting it, opening front lid and understanding the interface), the third is when using 
it for the first time and the fourth and last is long-term usage.  
 
The most important stages to impress the consumers on are the first and the last and these 
are therefore the most important to secure. The first because first impression is so highly 
connected with purchase, and the last stage because this adds value and trust to both the 
product and the brand. Synergetic effects like recommendations by friends and choosing 
the same brand for other products are important to strengthen.  
 
Price is, of course an issue but studies have showed that consumers think that low prices 
and offers that are “too good” indicate low quality. The prices-issue is more about 
consumers wanting to feel that they have made a bargain, which they will feel if the long-
term usage stage impresses them.  
 
Below is a diagram that schematically shows the process of brand building by 
impressing, to increase purchasing connected with the first touch experience. On each 
stage you have to at least fulfill the expectations, or else you are out. See Figure 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lost sell
opportunity

Maria-Violin Rydahl 2007 

START 

Maximal 
branding 

Expectations are confirmed. 

Expectations are exceeded. A feeling of 
“WOW!” 

The circle with the text “START” refers to when 
the consumer already has chosen the first VC of all 
other and is standing before it.  When touching it, 
the consumer can either be disappointed (down to 
red circle, and the consumer looses the interest of 
this product) or expectations can be fulfilled 
(yellow circle) or expectations can be exceeded. A 
WOW-experience! (Green circle). 
 
Orange arrow marks the area that is to be kept 
within to build the brand.  
 
Green block arrow marks the synergism effect that 
comes out of high brand building score, which 
leads to increased favorisation of the brand and  
therefore increased first touch opportunities. 

Expectations are not fulfilled. 
Disappointment. 

Expectations 
fulfilled 

 
 
 

Figure 7 The figure shows a theory of how first touch is 
connected with purchasing. 
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3 Replacement of paint with metallic masterbatch 

When it comes to processing a vacuum cleaner, painting is one of the most expensive 
parts.  For Electrolux painting sometimes is made far from the factory and therefore 
requires shipping costs and long lead times. Additional to this is that the paint used today 
reacts with the packaging material, so the drying time is not what the paint supplier 
promise (about 20-30 minutes) but instead 24 hours. [Kaufmann, 2007] 
 
There is a method where metallic pigment flakes are added to the plastic material before 
injection molding and the result is a part surfaces similar to metallic-painted ones. One 
benefit of this method is, apart from eliminating the need and cost of painting, is that the 
metallic flakes are embedded into the plastic, which makes it possible to eliminate the 
risk of colors being scratched off. This is particularly interesting for product like vacuum 
cleaners that are bumped into door panels and furniture. Another advantage is that the 
parts are ready to be assembled directly from the mold.  
 
The method is not new but the last years a lot has happened in this area. Several years 
ago the automotive industry started to take an interest in alternatives to paint, since there 
is a lot of money to save. According to Mr. Lindsmeier automotive started a process that 
he calls “Replacement of coatings”, and the interest of flake pigmentation for consumer 
products has increased a lot since then, and so has the results. Traditionally, flakes have 
been used for packaging and cosmetics, but have now come to include products that are 
meant to last for a while. [Lindsmeier, 2007] 
 
Some research and trials have been done earlier on this method at Electrolux Floor Care 
but none of them have actually given promising results. The biggest problem has been 
this methods weak point: visible flowlines2. For these tests the way of procedure has been 
to order masterbatch and try it in existing tools with ribs and holes, not at all adjusted for 
flakes. Done this way it would have been surprising if the result were anything else but 
bad.  
 
An attempt was to go to the bottom with this method and compile information of how to 
be successful with flakes. A trial was done at one of Electrolux’s injection molder in 
Hungary, using an existing tool with starting conditions that were good enough, to 
investigate if this is possible. 
 
3.1 Requirements 
If this method really should substitute the usage of paint there are some requirements 
Electrolux have that this solution must fulfill.  

• It must look good, meaning it has to either look painted or add something else to 
the surface that is competitive with paint.  

• It has to be easy to process. 
• It has to be available in Hungary or close to it. 

                                                 
2 See glossary 
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• It has to be cost competitive compared to painting. Either in lead-time and/or in 
actual cost. 

[Niklas Lindberg, General Electrics Finland, Personal information, 2007] 
 

 
 
3.2 Collection of facts 
When designing a part, you have to know whether it is supposed to be painted or if it is 
supposed to be flakes pigmented. –You have to design for flakes. Further, the tooling has 
to be designed for flakes and this is much more important for the result. [Sjöberg, 2007] 
 
You can add the flake pigment to the plastic material in two different ways. Either with 
compounded material, which means that the molder or the assigner buys material where 
the flakes already have been mixed into the polymer. This is the easiest way but also the 
most expensive. The other way is to buy masterbatch with flakes and then mix it in the 
mold. [Strömvall, 2002] This is cheaper and is also the traditional way of coloring plastic 
at Electrolux [Cherinet, 2007]. Some companies offer technical support during this phase 
and can help with the right formulation. A good result with flake pigmentation can be 
hard to tell from a metallic painted surface. [Lindsmeier, 2007] 
 
The concentration of flake pigments in the plastic material that is used are between 0,5-
2%. Flakes are usually aluminum particles or small pieces of glass or Mica3 particles. 
Regarding contamination of the plastic material, concerning the recycle issue, flake 
pigmentation contaminates less or equally as metallic paint. [Lindberg, 2007] (Traditional 
metallic flakes in paints are aluminum particles.) 
 
 
3.3 Trial in Hungary 
Due to confidentiality this chapter is excluded.  
 
 
3.4 Evaluation of the Result 
Due to confidentiality this chapter is excluded.  
 
 
3.5 How to succeed with flakes 
In this chapter different strategies and tricks to avoid flowlines and succeed with flakes, 
is presented. After a more general discussion it is below divided into sections where they 
can be affected, namely: Industrial Design, Product development, Tool Design and 
Production.   
 
An important aspect is to avoid holes. Holes are always hard to make without flowmarks 
since the melted plastic has to go around the hole in the mold and behind it go back 
together which leaves a mark almost like a seam. See Figure 8 below. 
                                                 
3 See glossary. 
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Figure 8 Schematic pictures of the mold filling around a hole.    

FLOWLINE 

 
 
 
If a hole cannot be avoided, the area with flow mark problems can be covered with for 
example a logotype, a pattern or it can be used as the gate, i.e. ring gate, see Figure 9 
below. The material waste might be used again in some cases, but this is not investigated 
in this report. 
 
         

   
Figure 9 Using another type of gate can solve the problem caused by turbulence close to the injection point because of the hole. The 
third picture shows a ring gate with the injection point in the middle. The whole gate is removed afterward.  

 
 

                                                                             

The color range in flakes is wide, but it is 
easier to color match paint to a masterbatch 
than the other way around. Darker color 
and bigger sparks are easier to succeed 
with, as well as using material with lower 
melt viscosity. Transparent base material is 
a precondition. 
 
Structured surfaces can cover surprisingly 
many flow marks. A logotype or a pattern 
is also an effective way to hide flow lines 
or gates. See Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10 IBM have used logotypes to cover gates. 

[www.geplastics.com]  

 
Below is a compilation of criteria to succeed with flakes, divided into the areas where 
they can be influenced.  
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 Industrial design: 

• Avoid holes, plan for hiding the flow line or plan for hole-taking afterwards. The 
melt that runs in a tool and passes a hole must split into two, go around to the hole 
and then go back together. This always leaves a mark, a seam. See Figure 11. 

 
 

          
Figure 11 A typical results when injection moulding parts with holes. Some call this liquid metal and use it as a sell-feature. Others 
think this looks cheap.  

 
• If flow lines cannot be avoided, plan for an area of structure, place a logotype, a 

pattern or something else there to hide it. The flow marks will appear on the same 
spot every time. 

• Even though the range of colors available for flake pigmentation is almost endless 
it is easier to match paint with flakes then the other way around.   

• Matte or low gloss surfaces are less sensitive for flow marks than high gloss. 
Surface pattern can fool the eye. 

• Darker colors are less sensitive for flow marks than light colors. 
• Bigger metallic flakes, i.e. visual sparks are less sensitive than smaller pigments 

like pearlescent. I some cases a mix of smaller and bigger flakes can give a good 
result. 

• Almost all effects require transparent or semi-transparent base material. 
“Transparent” PP is transparent enough. 

• Restrictions can (in this case) release money for other features on the vacuum 
cleaner. 

 
 
Product development: 

• Snap-ins are better than screws if possible, since screws need holes. 
• You can steer the flow lines with a rib, and that way deceive the placement of a 

flow line. The flow line will appear on the same spot every time. 
• Low melt-viscosity, i.e. easy to flow, gives better result than high. 
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• Variation in flow direction gives more flow marks because the pigments get 
oriented when change of direction; which is the reason why ribs might be a 
problem. (See chapter Alternatives to ribs.) 

 
 
Tool design: 
 

• The placement of the injection point should be in a hidden place and the entrance 
should not be in line with the mold. A tunnel or film gate is fine, as long as the 
melt first hits a wall and then change direction before entering the mold. This is to 
avoid turbulence.  

• The diameter of the injection point shall be quite big, 1-1,5 mm is enough, and the 
type of gate must be chosen with consideration of the detail. A flat film gate is 
often the best alternative, to minimize turbulence. 

• Short melt distances, and preferably in line with ribs or other obstacle.  
• Film or curtain gates are preferable for large flat surfaces. 
• ”Hot runner system” that keeps the melt hot and the viscosity low longer leaves 

smaller marks. 
• Try to find the central point on the detail. For some parts this is the best place for 

the injection gate.  
• The software Moldflow can give a hint of where the flow lines might appear. 

Moldflow shows how the material fills the tool, which is not always the same as 
where the flow lines shows. See Figure 17. 

 

      
Figure 12 This is a mould filling test to evaluate how the melt fills the mould. On the mold filling test a clear flowlines is showing 
in the middle. On the ready part the flowlines are at totally different locations. Injection gate are marked with orange arrows and the 
flowlines with orange lines. 

 
 
Production: 

• Adjustment of the after-pressure influence can sometimes reduce flow marks. 
• Since low melt viscosity is preferable one strategy is to use the upper limit of the 

melt temperature. 
• Less flakes gives a better result than too much for some pigments. Sometimes 

0.4% pigment is enough. [Delp, 2007] If masterbatch is used, remember that the 
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concentration of pigments inside the masterbatch can vary between 5-80 % 
pigments. [Strömberg, 2007] 

 
[Clariant MB, GE Plastics, MERCK, PolyOne AB, 2007] 
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4 Water-based instead of solvent-based paint? 

Electrolux are often using two layers solvent-based paint for their premium products to 
achieve the “right” effect of high gloss metallic look. [20] The current opinion of the 
Industrial Design and the Marketing department is that this can only be can accomplished 
with a solvent-based paint.  
 
Electrolux has their main factory in Hungary where they assemble vacuum cleaners for 
the European market. Different sub-suppliers in Hungary mould the plastic parts and 
other paints them before they go to the Electrolux factory for assembly. In most parts of 
the world regulatory pressures are leading paint formulators to reduce their use of volatile 
organic solvents (VOC) and are driving a shift from solvent-based to water-based 
coatings. This contributes to the difficulty to find suppliers today that wants and/or is 
capable of handling solvent borne coatings. This is also the case in for Electrolux in 
Hungary, where EU regulations regarding VOC emissions make it hard to find paint 
appliers in Hungary that handles solvent-based paints. [Cherinet 2007, Szábo 2007] 
 
Peter-Lacke, Electrolux current paint supplier, have water-based painting that goes along 
with the EU-regulations. The problem is that the paints are not high gloss enough and 
their pot life is too short. Pot life is the time a two-component (2K) paint formulation can 
be used after mixing the components together. Many modern paint appliers have 2K-
equipment that mix the paint in the nozzle while spraying. When using this type of tool 
the pot life is of no interest. And since many appliers have this type of equipment today, 
the development of water-based painting with long pot life is not a priority. But in 
Hungary none of Electrolux appliers have 2K-equipment. [Kaufmann, 2007]  
  
One of the tasks for this thesis work is to investigate if there exists water-based paint that 
fulfills Electrolux requirements. 
 
Another technology that could be interesting for Electrolux is UV-cured painting. With 
UV-cured paint you can achieve high glossy scratch-resistant surfaces that are ready to be 
packed seconds after the paint is applied. Compared to today’s 24 hours drying time this 
is a huge improvement (shortening the paint process by an entire day!) The abrasion 
resistance would increase a lot as well and the high gloss demands would be more than 
fulfilled. Since not many appliers in Hungary have UV equipment and the aim for this 
project is to increase optional appliers close to the factory, all focus will be on water-
based systems.  
 
 
4.1 Requirements 
According to Kim Lim, Studio Chief Designer Color and Graphics at Electrolux, the 
color range is important. Electrolux has certain “Electrolux-colors” that sometimes return 
several times on products and might be hard to match if they switch system. Another 
aspect that concerns Electrolux is, if water-based paint can compete with solvent-based, 
in abrasion resistance and glossiness.  
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When looking for a different paint system there are some key features to consider: 

• Abrasion resistance. 
• Adhesion to plastics substrates. 
• Color ability  
• Glossy enough 
• Rubber paint or soft feel 
• Ability to order small batches of paint each time. (25 kg) 
• Delivery time 
• Pot life >2 hours.  

[Cherinet 2007, Kaufmann 2007] 
 
 
4.2 Collection of facts 
The European Coatings show in Nürnberg was visited to explore the latest information of 
coatings. Discoveries where made that many different product areas are already using 
water-based paints. For example a big competitor to Electrolux, Miele, is using only 
water-based paints for their vacuum cleaners and has been doing so for a long time. 
[Jaeger, 2007] Volvo has been using water-based coatings since the seventies, and the 
last years many industries have switched their solvent borne lacquers to waterborne 
mainly for two reasons, the environment and because the water-based coatings now 
actually can compete with their counterparts in matters of look and technical demands. 
[Spanås, 2007] But still there are many factors to be considered. 
 
Concerning production cost, a usual opinion against water-based coatings is that the 
drying times are longer, but in this case those minutes are not so interesting as long as 
Electrolux uses their packaging foam, mentioned in this chapters introduction. 
 
 
Limits 
According to John Andersson at Beckers Industrial coatings, one problem when mixing 
the paints separately (meaning no 2K-equipment) is that nothing indicates when the pot 
life has expired. For solvent-based coatings, the paints viscosity increase (it get thicker) 
but for water-based, this does not happened. The paint feels the same and might even 
look the same when drying but the properties gets really bad. Therefore this needs precise 
planning and control to prevent parts with poor coating leaving the factory. 
 
Choice of colors is not different than for solvent-based painting and quite many of them 
can achieve both high enough gloss and soft feel coating. But regarding pot life-time, it 
seems harder. It is difficult to find paints that have a pot life longer than two hours. 
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4.3 Evaluation of paint properties 
 
 
 

              
 

Evaluation the adhesion according to Electrolux 
standard 

1

4

3

2 

To evaluate how good a paint is, Electrolux uses 
“cross-cut with adhesive tape, test 71A” (N56 3760-1). 
The test is done by:  

• Cutting a raster 6x6 lines with 1 mm in 
between  

• Brush the raster with a quite hard horsehair 
brush to remove possible loose pieces of paint. 

• Then attaching the tape (TESA No 4122/00 
66:25) very accurate so the raster can be felt 
trough the tape.  

• Rip off the tape quick and with an angle of 90o. 
• Study how much paint that have come off. 
• Compare the result with the picture in Figure 

13. The grading is between 0 and 5, where 0 is 
“unchanged” and 5 is “all paint gone”. Figure 13 Grades to 

evaluate adhesion of paint.  

 
The result is display further down in Table 3 under Result and conclusions. 
 
 
Evaluation of scratch resistance 
When Electrolux evaluate new paints or surface treatment only adhesion is being tested, 
for other features they trust the suppliers recommendations. But since vacuum cleaners 
are used under quite tough circumstances in environments where scratch and abrasion 
impacts are a part of its every day life, (bumping into door panels or furniture, being 
manoeuvred by foot and even might fall down a couple of steps in a stair) this is a key 
features to evaluate, when looking for competitive paints. 
 
For this project a test method has been developed where three degrees of impact has been 
used, horsehair brush, steel brush (lightly brushed) and a blunt metal spike. Both the steel 
brush and the spike correspond to “worst case scenario” but this still indicates differences 
between the paints.  
 
All panels got scratched with the three different brushes with the same pressure. These 
results can only be compared within this specific test. If comparison is wanted with other 
samples, a new test must be set up.  
 
For the scratch test the paints are judged compared to the reference (0) with six different 
grades. +++, ++, +, -, -- and ---, where +++ is best and --- is the worst. For results see 
Table 3, under Result and conclusions. The names of the tested paints have been 
excluded for confidentiality reasons. 
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4.4 Result and conclusion 
In Table 1 the results from both the adhesion test and the abrasion test are displayed. For 
the adhesion, the grading corresponds to Figure 13 in chapter Evaluation of paints, where 
0 is “not affected at all” and 5 is “all paint came loose”. For the abrasion result the 
reference sample (Electrolux current paint type) is zero, and all the others are evaluated 
on the basis of this, where three plus (+++) is maximum better and three minus (---) is 
maximum worse. 
 
  
Table 1 A comparison between the evaluated paints, regarding to adhesion, scratch resistance and pot life. The names of the tested 
paints have been excluded for confidentiality reasons. 
 
 

Adhesion 
N56 3760-

1 

Abrasion, 
horsehair 

brush 

Abrasion 
steel 
brush 

Abrasion, 
blunt 
spike 

Pot life, 
hours   

1 0 0 0 -- 
1.REFERENCE  

3 + ++ ++ 3 to 4 
2.  

0 0 - + 2 
3.  

0 +++ ++ + 2 
4.  

4 +++ +++ ++ 2 
5.  

5 + ++ 0 1 
6. 

0 ++ + + 3 to 4 
7.   

 
 
Paint number 7 has the best result. It scores high on adhesion, and is better than the 
reference on all point regarding abrasion. In addition to this it has the highest gloss (more 
than the reference) and a pot life that is high enough with marginal.  
 
For this project no price inquiry has been done. Paula Cherinet, advanced purchaser Floor 
Care Electrolux says that Electrolux will do this in a further step. The company will meet 
with Electrolux in Hungary later on for further discussions and contacts have been 
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arranged. In general 2K water-based paints are comparable in price as 2K solvent-based 
paint.[Andersson, 2007] 
 
Hans Stråberg, head of Electrolux, recently said on an sustainability conference 
organized by Electrolux in Italy, “Electrolux is fully committed to reducing as much as 
possible the environmental impact of its operations both in production processes and in 
the development of innovative household appliances. Our priority today is to reduce the 
impact that the production and use of household appliances can have on global 
warming.”[Electrolux (G), 2007] 
 
Using water-based paint instead of solvent-based is definitely one way to ease the impact 
on our environment. 
 
 
4.5 Further work 
The evaluation of the samples shows that there was a connection between good adhesion 
and poor abrasion resistance and vice versa. While cutting the raster for the adhesion test 
it was obvious that paint with good adhesion were softer and more rubbery, and the paints 
with good abrasion resistance were harder and more brittle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As mentioned before today Electrolux 
only evaluate the adhesion for their 
paints today. A suggestion is to create a 
test method where these both features 
are tested and related to each other. 
This way it is easier to find a paint that 
fits certain needs or special 
applications. In the best of worlds paint 
with both high adhesion and abrasion is 
preferred. A lower limit for both 
properties is needed, but for some 
applications a very high adhesion can 
be more important than a medium level 
on both.   

Adhesion 

Abrasion

Figure 14 Example of how adhesion and 
abrasion can be related to each other. 

Tolerable 
area 

 
This method is not evaluated any 
further in this report, but in Figure 14 
there is an example of how it could be 
done. 

 
4.6 One layer water-based, high gloss metallic. Is this possible? 
 
Due to confidentiality this chapter is excluded. 
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5 Increase of abrasion resistance on clear PC-parts 

Many of Electrolux’s bag-less vacuum cleaners have transparent dust containers. This 
way the user can easily see when to empty the container to maintain high performance. 
[Zita, 2007] The containers are made out of transparent polycarbonate (PC) and since PC 
has such a poor surface hardness, abrasion impact hazes the surface, especially the 
cyclone container, after only a short time.  
 
An aim for this thesis work is to consider possible solutions to this problem. The 
solutions will give a hint if it is possible to decrease the impact and therefore how to do 
it, but will not include delivering a ready strategy and solution. Different hard coats and 
some alternative materials will be evaluated. 
 
5.1 Requirements 
The solutions must 

• Resist more abrasion that the traditionally used PC. 
• Be compatible with polycarbonate (if it is a coat) 

 
5.2 Collection of facts 
Since the solution must be able to resist more abrasion impact than the PC-container does 
today, the first thing to find out is how much does the original container resist. 
 
A reference Twinclean container was first evaluated by using 50 g DMT (standard test 
dust) sucked up during 10 minutes. After this very short time that corresponds to 125 m2 
of vacuum cleaning, the container was frosted due to abrasion of the dust particles and 
the transparency was all gone. 
 
The test was done with four pieces at a time, placed in a cylinder rig (Figure 15) and was 
exposed to 50g DMT during 10 minutes. Every 2,5 minutes the cylinder was turned 90 
degrees to make sure each piece was exposed to the same impact. The cylinders were 
washed and dried before examination and evaluation.   
 
The test was then repeated with the most promising samples until they where as hazed as 
the reference PC-container. 
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Figure 15 The left picture shows the PC container, open. The middle picture shows the test rig cylinder in which the samples were 
attached, four at the time.  The right picture shows the cylinder assembled in the cyclone container. 

   
 
5.3 Result 
After five cycles, all of them were hazed. The total 250 g DMT corresponds to 625 m2 
vacuum cleaning of a normal households, which is still a very small area. Even tough 
none of them was as affected as the reference PC-container, the result is not satisfying 
enough to go further, see Table 2. The names of the tested specimens have been excluded 
for confidentiality reasons. 
 
Table 2 Shows a compilation of all tested materials and coatings. Grades are between 0 and 5, where 0=”not affected at all” and 
5=”As reference PC container. The names of the tested specimens have been excluded for confidentiality reasons. 

 
 

  
10 minutes, 
50 g DMT 

 + Another 20 
minutes 100 g 
DMT 

 + Another 20 
minutes 100 g 
DMT 

Coating       
C1 3*     
C2 3     
C3 4     
C4 3     
C5 2 3 4 
C6 1 1 3 
        
Material       
M1 5     
M2 5     
M3 1 1 3 
M4 2 3 4 
M5 4     
*The paint cam loose as a sheet.   

 
The samples that gave the best result were M3 and a panel coated with C6. 
 
Due to confidentiality part of this chapter is excluded. 
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6 Material library 

During a product development or innovation process it is of great value to examine 
materials both with eyes and hands. Tactile scenes are in close contact with creativity, 
inspiration and innovation [Berggren, 2006].   
 
6.1 Research and collecting materials 
In Stockholm, the University College of Art, Craft and Design, (Konstfack) has together 
with Oliver Schmidt and Björn Florman opened a materiallibrary called 
Materialbiblioteket. For this thesis work the Materialbiblioteket has been a great 
inspirational source.  
 
A lot of researches on the Internet together with visits to exhibitions have lead to a lot of 
contacts and a variety of material samples. 
 
 
6.2 Arranging the materials 
There are different ways to arrange materials for exhibition. In open cupboards, on the 
wall, assembled on particleboards or in drawers. See Figure 16 and 17. 
 

 
Figure 16  Source: Th Materiialbiblioteket, Material library in Stockholm. Here the collections are displayed in open cupboards. 

 
 

    
Figure 17 Source: Konstfack, the University Collage of Art, Craft and Design and Ideo www.ideo.com. Materials displayed on 
wall hangers and in drawers. 

 
 
For this study the materials have been arranged in open shelves with glass doors and 
glass helves. See Figure 18 below. 
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Figure 18 The resulting material library two glass doors/shelves cupboards filled with different materials. 

 
 
6.3 Compilation of facts 
There are two main ways to present facts, by using area or by characteristics. The later of 
these two are the most common way according to other big material library around the 
world [Berggren 2006]. This is also the way the material library at Electrolux will be 
presented, together with additional information from the distributors. 
 
Classical calculation rules for solid mechanics that arise from Hookes rule are perfect for 
materials like metal. Metal are approximately linear and are not affected by external 
circumstances. For plastics the case is much more complicated. Both elongination and 
impact strength are affected by features temperature, cycle times, deformation speed and 
time. An exemplified plastic part can hold a certain weight for a few minutes, but after 
some weeks the part will collapse, but for a metal part there will be no different. There is 
no such thing as thresholds value for plastics, because so many parameters affect the 
result. Despite this many datasheets with technical properties have specific values, and no 
information about what circumstances they refer to. This is why different datasheet vary a 
lot. [Berggren, 1997] 
 
The technical properties collected for the material library have different sources, some 
come form supplier others from web pages or technical handbooks, and the responsibility 
therefore lies on different shoulders. For specific applications, calculations where usage 
circumstances are taken in consideration must be preformed.  
 
A folder with important technical information is compiled for the library but for this 
report the content will not be presented.   
For Material suppliers represented in the library, see Appendix 1. 
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7 Materials and the look of depth  

Transparent materials are traditionally used for products to make something visible, the 
content of a container for example, but it is also used to create depth into surfaces and 
solids. For products bigger than mp3-player and shavers the challenge is to produce 
transparent products that still look good. Ribbings are often a precondition for bigger 
products to stiffen the structure, but they can really destroy the clean design language that 
a transparent surface radiates. See Figure 19. 
 
Ribbings are also a problem when developing products that are coloured with metallic 
flakes. The flake pigment that is mixed into the plastic are usually thin flakes that easily 
can get oriented and therefore reflect the light differently. Ribbing can, due to the 
variation of thickness they contribute with, leave clear flow marks. 
 

 
Figure 19 On transparent goods, ribs doesn’t look good but are hard to hide. 

 

In this section ideas for 
alternatives to ribs are presented. 
A capital T (=transparent) and a 
capital F (=flake) will show for 
what application the idea is 
suitable. 
 
 The different alternatives are 
only a hint of what can be done, 
and no prototype is made to 
evaluate each method. 
 
In Figure 19 is a typical look of 
bigger transparent product.  
 

 
 
Double hull1 assembled with adhesive (F, T) 
For smaller series, especially for product assembled in China where manual operations 
are cheap, a second hull can be assembled underneath the surface instead of ribs for high 
stiffness. This way the surface finish is not interrupted by ribs or sink marks which is 
important if you use transparent material for depth or for pigmentation with flakes. 
 
 

                                                 
1 Eng. Hull= Sv. Skrov 
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Double injection surface and ribs separately (F, T) 
Do get rid of the problem with visible ribs on transparent goods or marks from them 
when using flake pigmentation, maybe it is possible to first inject the surface and then for 
the second injection, inject rib material? This way you have the benefits of stiffing ribs 
but with a perfect surface, see Figure 20. To enhance the depth, you can use a transparent 
top surface layer and a different opaque ribbing material. 
 

 

Figure 20 Shows a cross-section of a schematic picture. The four 
ribbings and the under layer of the surface is in one color and the 
top surface is a transparent material or a surface colored with flakes.

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adhesive netting (F) 

                                                                             

The idea is the a 3D net, that is flexible 
and adhesive while assembling and stiff 
after curing. For example see Figure 
21. This can only be used with flakes 
pigmentation, since the net will be 
visible for transparent goods. This is 
also a job for the China production 
market, since it needs to assemble with 
hands. 
 

Figure 21 Picture show an example of flexible netting. The 
picture is taken  from “Plastics 2” by Chris Lefteri. 

 
 
Welding ribs (F) 
The idea is similar to the “Adhesive netting” but the ribs are welded underneath the cover 
or part. This is as alternative only for flake pigmentation.  
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Electroluxlogotype as a rib (F, T) 

                                         
 

Since ribbing are 
needed and are hard to 
hide, why not use 
them for decoration. 
Can ribs be formed in 
a way that the form a 
pattern or as text? For 
examples see Figures 
21. 

Figure 21 With flowline sensitive flake masterbatch or when using transparent plastic, both where ribs a visible, maybe you can 
create interesting pattern with ribs? The chair Alma (Magis) has made ribbing as flowers.   

  
 

Dubblehull, with gasinjection (F) 
The principle of gas-assisted molding is that nitrogen gas is injected into to tool after the 
injection of the material. The gas will gather where the viscosity is lowest i.e. in the core 
of the thickest part, see Figure 22. At (controlled) high after-pressure this has the benefit 
of placing a cavity in thick parts or overcoming sink marks. The surface finish will 
enhance, the weight is reduced, the material cost will decrease and production cost will 
shrink since the cooling times can be reduced, see Figure 23. [Berggren 1997, and 
http://www.aki.co.uk/page/gas_injection] 
 

 
Figure 22. Schematic picture of gas injection moulding. Blue: Plastic, White: gas Source: 
http://www.opm.ctw.utwente.nl/staff/F.L.S._te_Riele/productiontechniques_web_export/Gasinjection.html 
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Figure 23 Handles made with gas injection moulding. Source: 
http://www.aki.co.uk/page/gas_injection 

 
Sandwich injection (F) 
In sandwich injection molding, or skin-core technology, the injection of a core material is 
being inserted in an outer skin of material. See Figure 24. The core material is usually of 
a different kind of material than the skin material. As with gas injection molding, the 
second injection material will gather where the viscosity is lowest i.e. in the middle.          
  
For example this could be interesting when designing a vacuum cleaner. Transparent skin 
material with a core of something else (with less density and shorter cooling time?) will 
give the look of depth. [www.arburg.com 2007] 
  
 
 

 

 

Figure 24 Sandwich injection moulding. Source: [www.arburg.com 2007] 
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Appendix 1 –Material suppliers 
 
3M        Foils 
+46 (0)8 92 2100      
www.3m.com
kblomqvist@mmm.se
 
Akzo Nobel       Surface treatment 
+32 36202120  
www.akzonobel.com
Rik Neeleman 
 
Albis Plastics Scandinavia AB    Masterbatch 
Redegatan 1, S-426 77 V:a Frölunda, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)31 404 404 
www.albis.com
Stefan Lundskog (mässa Malmö) 
 
ALPS Nordic       Switches, encorder mm 
Box 4025, SE-171 04 Solna, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)8 404 3215 
www.alps.se
joacim.forssell@alps.se
 
ARKEMA       Polymers 
Postbus 90 181, 1006 BD Amsterdam, HOLLAND 
+31 (0)20 4089402 
Erik Ramaker 
 
Arla Plast       PETG, PMMA, PC etc 
Box 33, S-590 30 Borensberg, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)141 20 38 00 
www.arlaplast.se
Susanne 
 
Barsmark Composites A/S     Composites 
Voerbjergvej 40, DK-9400 Norresundby, DENMARK 
+45 (0)9632 3500 
www.barsmark.com
Bent Skaarup Hansen  
 
BASF Materials      Polymers 
Jack Tellings 
www.basf.com
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Bayer Materialscience      Polymers 
+46 31 83 9870 
www.bayer.com 
inger.spanas@bayermaterialscience.com
  
Beckers Industrial coatings     Lacquer, Polymers 
Brobyvägen 2, 195 02 S-Märsta, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)8 590 79 283 
www.beckers-bic.se
 
Chem Polymer Ltd      TPE rubbers 
Tat bank Road, Oldbury, West Midlands, B69 4NH,  
ENGLAND 
+44 (0) 121 665 2100 
www.teknorapex.com
Nick Sandland Mässa Malmö 
 
Clariant Masterbatches Norden AB 
Box 9053, Järnyxegatan 7, S-200 39 Malmö, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)40 671 7223 
Lars Petersson 
Lars.petersson@clariant.com
 
Cromtryck AB       Badges 
+46 (0)8 564 50 575 
Thomas Lövstedt 
www.cromtryck.com
 
Crystaldome       Badges 
ISRAEL 
+ 972 3 9626 777 
Eran Shalish eran@crystaldome.com
 
Du Pont Corian      mineral/acryl-sten 
Klangfärgsgatan 16, S-426 52 Västra Frölunda, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)31 69 75 80 
www.corian.com
 
Du Pont Industrial Polymers     Surlyn 
Skojtevej 26, DK-2770 Kastrup, DENMARK 
+45 (0)32 47 9855 
www.dupont.com
Flemming Jörgensen  
 
Du Pont Powder coatings     Lacquer, Metal 
Box 520, S-593 25 Västervik, SWEDEN 
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+46 (0)490-662 00 
www.dupontpowder.se
 
Eslövs Korkfabrik      Cork 
Box 157, S-241 22 Eslöv, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)413 101 15 
ake.kork@telia.se      
 
Fermprodukter      Polymers 
Förrådsvägen 17, S-137 37 Västerhaninge, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)8 742 72 42 
www.fermprodukter.se
 
Flex Flock System AB     Flockfabric coating 
Järnvägsgatan 3, S-543 50 Tibro, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)504-13300 
www.flexflock.se
Erkki Kosonen 
 
FM Siebdruck Werbung & Design GMBH   Laminates 
+49 (0)71 57/536233 
fm.siebdruck@t-online.de
Heiko Legel 
 
Formica Skandinavien AB     Reptålig Laminat 
Florettgatan 22, S-254 67 Helsingborg, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)42 38 48 00 
www.formica.eu.com
 
FOV Fabrics       Technical textiles 
Box 165, S-503 08 Borås, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)33 20 63 00
+46 (0)70 548 6891 
Mats.lundgren@fov.se
 
GE Plastics Application Development    Metallicpigments 
Industry Marketing Nordic Area 
P.O. Box 600/Kuortaneenkatu 2, FI-00031 Helsinki, FINLAND 
+358 (0)10 394 3806 
www.geplastics.com
Niklas.lindberg@ge.com
 
Isolvolta AG       Composites 
A-2355 Wiener Neudorf 
+43 2236 605-0 
www.isovolta.com
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Iwaco Märkning      Badges 
Box 279, 183 23 Täby, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)8 768 05 50 
www.iwaco.se
 
KG Fridman AB      Expanded Aluminum 
Box 496, S-651 11 Karlstad, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)54 18 5215 
www.fridman.com
LG collection       Structured aluminum 
0380-555 019 
Jadranka 
 
MERCK        Pigments 
Box 240 84, S-104 50, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)8 545 669 60 
www.merck.se
Torsten Nilsson 
 
MLS Marketing & Logistics AB    Leather, fabric etc. 
Edward Andrén 
www.mlsab.se
 
 
Moving Hjulex AB      Dubblemoulded weels 
S-265 82 Åstorp, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)42 567 00 
www.moving.se
Benny Persson 
 
Peter-Lacke GMBH      Coatings 
Herforder Str. 80, D-32120 Hiddenhausen, GERMANY 
+49 (0)5221 9625-0 
www.peter-lacke.com
 
PolyOne       Flake pigments 
+46 42 32 38 30 
www.polyone.com
bengt.stromberg@polyone.com
 
Scandinavian Wood Fiber AB    Woodfiber polymer 
Box 22, S-794 21 Orsa, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)250 411 00 
www.woodfiber.se
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Silicotech AG       Injectionmoulded  
Kaltenbacherstr. 46, CH-8260 Stein am Rhein 
+41 52 742 01 09         
www.silicotech.ca
 
SK Chemicals Skygreen team     PETG 
Standex International A.S     Mold Tech 
Rolf Gulbrandsen 
+69 33 5195 
moldtechnorway@standex.com
 
Franfurt Office     
TOPAS 1 Mergenthalerallee 77~81 
65760 Eschborn, GERMANY 
www.skchemicals.com
Joe 
 
Standox       Lacquer, Metal 
Box 99, S-425 02 Hisings Kärra, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)31 57 68 22 
www.standox.se
Anna Lindqvist 
 
Thinlight Sweden AB      Ljuseffekter 
Brantinggatan 39, S-115 35 Stockholm, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)8 653 2090 
www.thinlight.se
 
Tärnsjögarveri AB       Leather 
S-740 45 Tärnsjö, SWEDEN   
+46 (0)292-707 50 
www.tarnsjogarveri.se
Tor-Björn 
 
WACKES Silicones      Silicone rubber 
+46 (0)8 522 05 220 
peter.gustavsson@wacker.com
Peter Gustavsson 
   
VTC Elastoteknik TPE group     TPE rubbers 
Box 51, S-662 22 Åmål, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)532 60 7532 
www.vtctpe.com
Lars Aronsson 
 
VINK  AB       Polymers 
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Kärrlyckegatan 20, 418 78 Göteborg, SWEDEN 
+46 (0)31 64 9600 
www.vink.se
Hans.westin@vink.se
+46 (0)8 590 79 505 
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Appendix 2 -Telephone interview questions 
Telephone interviews to three Siba and three El-Giganten 
 

1. Who decides if demonstration products should be replaced?  
2. What are your routines regarding exchange of dirty or broken demonstration 

products? 
3. Who takes the cost for demonstration product? 
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Appendix 3 -Other revealed material facts  
PMMA crystal clear 

 
 
 
Mont Blanc www.montblanc.com have on some of their most luxury pens, or writing 
instruments as they call them, an appealing glass-kind drop with something underneath 
which gives a depth look. The drops are made out of PMMA, says CAD consultant Jacob 
Raine here at Electrolux that was earlier an employee at Mont Blanc. 

Figure 31 Mont Blanc pen with a 
Plexiglas tip. 

 
Matte thermoplastic from GE, sample 3 and 4 
 
Noryl (PPO-PS) is a plastic material that is natural matte, as if it were matte painted. It is 
stronger than ABS, and is similar to PC/ABS when it comes to processing and shrinkage. 
[Lindberg, 2007] The price is, depending on volume, quality and color, between 4.5 and 
8 EURO/kg. 
 
Contact:    Niklas Lindberg 
   Application Development  
   GE Industrial, Plastics 
   T +358 10 3943806       c/o GE Plastics Oy 

 F +358 10 3942051          Kuortaneenkatu 2 
   M +358 40 7059983            00510 HELSINKI 
   E  niklas.lindberg@ge.com FINLAND 
 
Special tooling technique that decreases the cooling time 
Hofmann Innovation group AG in Germany has developed a tool making-technique that 
reduces the cycle time when injection molding, by almost 50%. The technique is to sinter 
together metallic power with laser and not only getting a very hard and solid toll, but also 
to have to possibility to build in cooling channels for fresh water or other cooling liquid. 
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Magic mirror display 
 

Figure 32 Shows a Sony Ericsson 
cellular phone with a mirror display.  
Source: www.tre.se 2007-07-04 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The idea behind cellular phone 
“mirror-displays” (see Figure 32) is 
that, when closed, the front face is a 
mirror for checking personal 
grooming, but when incoming calls 
are received the callers ID is 
displayed trough the mirror. The 
magic “mirror-display” technology 
that lies behind this is an electrical 
conductive polymer. This requires 
no backlight and therefore 
unbelievable thin and very energy 
efficient. 

 
For more information check these websites:  
http://www.research.philips.com/technologies/display/mrrordisp/mirrortv/index.html
http://www.cdtltd.co.uk/
 
 
Add scents to the vacuum cleaner? 
Many have mastered the art of using three of our five senses in products, look, feel and 
hear, by tactile surfaces, interesting decorating patterns and colors and the right sound 
when opening cover or touching a product. And since design increasingly move away 
from object-based creativity to more designing “experiences”, it may be that the use of 
our fourth sense, smell, might be a competitive tool?  
The US market might at least be interested, with their scented diapers, candles, toilet 
papers, garbage cans and even tampons (!).  And maybe for pet owners who many times 
buy these small scented pearls that you put inside the dust bag.    
 
Scented additives can be incorporated into moldings and last up to twenty years.2

 
 
Velvet care 
Flocking can be used to give details a protective velvet look which can be very appealing 
both because it communicates gentleness towards interior, but also since velvet since 
long has been connected with expensive fabric. 
 
A flocked strip could be assembled into a rail in the plastic and serve to both tighten the 
airflow to the bag-space and to work as bumper-strip, in addition the bumper-strip adds a 
nice velvet look. 

                                                 
2 www.masterbatches.com, www.thebrewery-london.com
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It is quite strong adhesion between the flocking and the surface. It will not come off when 
scratching very aggressive on it. This would have to be confirmed with a more scientific 
test method to be sure. 
 
Price from Flexflock SWEDEN on a bumper-strip made of for example EPDM-rubber. 
For 100´000 pieces á 0,8 meters they would cost about 0,44 SEK/strip. Of course this is a 
price for producing it in Sweden and many cheaper alternatives exist. 
 
 
Special effect with magnets 
www.masterbatches.com
www.thebrewery-london.com
On the Plastic technology fair in Malmö, this special paint was showed, see Figure 33. A 
metallic paint with flakes of something magnetic (all ordinary metallic paint have flakes 
of aluminum) is sprayed on a surface with magnetics underneath. The flakes will then 
orientate themselves after the influence of the magnetic field, and form a visible pattern. 

The effect is quite spectacular since it looks like you 
can feel it, liked it is a relief.  
An idea could be, with the intension to create an in-
store-experience, to have a sprayed button (a ring) that 
looks like a relief and when touching it you get 
surprised that it’s all smooth. The second surprise could 
be that the button has a touch mechanism (not so 
expensive according to Michael Persson, R & D 
Electrolux Floor Care. A technique that is currently 
used for some applications) and actually works as a 
button. 

 

Figure 33 Picture of DELL logo on a laptop taken by YTAB AB. 

 
 
ThinLight 
ThinLight is a semi conductor technology that originally was developed by Seiko in 
Japan. See Figure 34. Mats Larsson at ThinLight Sweden says that for some years the 
price actually increased a lot because almost every cellular phone had this technology as 
backlight for the keypad, and for a while it was hard to get it. But since cellular phones 
switched to LED lighting, the price has been steady on a relatively low level. (For price 
see bottom.) The technique is being used within many product areas, such as watches, 
cameras, cellular phones, laptops, aircrafts, EXIT-signs and spaceships.  
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Figure 34 Examples of how Thinlight can be used. 3

  
The energy consumption is only 2 mW/cm2 and needs 12V DC-Inverter, 220V or a 
battery. One advantage is that it’s so flexible, but only in one direction at a time that you 
can bend it around a pillar. The light is even and bright and the panel doesn’t get warm. 
This makes it perfect for backlighting buttons and hole panels. The film is 0.5 mm thick 
and weighs 0.1 g/cm2 and endures a pressure of 200 N/cm2. 
 
Any shape is possible but what I understand it’s required special tooling to shape it. It 
feels like a paper that has been plasticized. 
 
Price: About 0.02 EURO/cm2  (about 2 SEK for 10x10 cm) when ordering 100 000 
pieces from Thinlight in SWEDEN. [4] 
 
 
LyTec light wire 
Thinlight in Swedwen also supply light wire. This is a world patented light-emitting wire, 
continuous 360-degree, a product based on electroluminescent (EL) technology. The wire 
was developed by ELAM and is called LyTec, see Figure 35.5

 

 
Figure 35 Shows pictures of LyTec Light wire.  6

 
             
 

                                                 
3 Source www.thinlight.se 2007-08-17 
4 Mats Larsson, Thinlight SWEDEN 
5 Mats Larsson, Thinlight SWEDEN 
6 Source  www.elam-lytec.com, 2007-08-17 
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Self-healing plastic? 
Scientist at the Beckmans Institute, university in Illinois has successfully developed a 
plastic that, just like the human skin, recovers after a scratch by healing the surface. See 
Figure 36. Of course this technology is new (=expensive) but the scientists think this will 
be available for product like cellular phones, car parts or TVs, in the future. (Or vacuum 
cleaners from Electrolux?)   

Forerunner has been able to heal them self one time, but this plastic can heal itself over 
and over again. [http://www.mentoronline.se/iuware.aspx?pageid=3172&ssoid=65701, 
2007-08-27] 
 

 
Figure 36 When the plastic is being “hurt” it start bleeding.  

The red substance sets free and the healing process can start.  

[http://www.mentoronline.se/iuware.aspx?pageid=3172&ssoid=65701, 2007-08-27] 

 

Recycled leather 
Recycled leather looks, feels and smells as genuine lather, and it is environmental 
friendly. It can be used for all applications where genuine leather is being used. Shoes, 
handbags, furniture or small applications like buttons or handles. See Figure 37. 
 
The leather is made of 100% leather fibers and is reconditioned by adding bonding agents 
and fat liquors to the leather fiber and processing the final product in rolls and sheets. The 
leather is called bonded leather and is available in many different finishes and looks.  
 
One company that recycles leather is Robus Leather, located in Madison, Indiana. they 
recycle the leather and make basketballs and briefcases from it, and have been doing so 
for more nearly thirthy years. The firm used to be called George Newman & Company. 
 
 [http://www.robus.com/index.html] 
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Figure 37 The picture shows three kinds of leather embossing, Flower, Cobra and Lizard.  Pictures are taken from Robus 
web site, www.robus.com. 
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